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2021 ABSOLUTE NAVETTA 58
For those looking for the luxurious accommodations of a
mega-yacht in a more compact vessel, the new Absolute Navetta 58
model provides the best in comfort and functionable livability.

The boat's twin Volvo Penta D8-1P5800 engines, with their

integrated propulsion systems, provide excellent performance with

low noise, reduced vibration, and high efficiency. Cruising speed
is 15 knots, with a
the flybridge, and
relaxation and are
‘The upper deck

top speed of 27 knots. ‘The bow seating,
the cockpit are three well-appointed areas for
all equipped with cushioned sun loungers.
also has a table and chairs, a wet bar, a barbecue,

and a 360-degree panoramic view from the terrace astern,

to monitor engine performance. ‘The helm also features a
leather-covered steering wheel and Fusion Radio with iPod and
iPhone slots that connect to a loudspeaker system.
On the main deck helm, the instrument panel includes Volvo
Package Software with a maneuvering joystick and automatic pilot.
For extra comfort, the anthracite-grey leather captain seat has a

thigh-rise flap and wooden footrests in sand grey-color durmast oak.
The salon has two U-shaped, ecru-colored sofas and versatile drawers

for storing dishes or cutlery, plus a dining area with a dark canaletto
walnut tabletop. ‘The salon is also separated from the galley area
with a retractable window. ‘The aft cockpit, which has its

from which guests can enjoy a leisurely day outdoors.
The flybridge features an aerodynamic windscreen to reduce
wind disturbance, as well as a U-shaped sofa astern, fitted with

own sofa, is adjacent to the galley, allowing easy access to guest
while entertaining.

quick-drainage foam and a teak table. For more entertaining, the
deck has a wet bar with sink, refrigerator, and Corian countertops,
along with sunbathing loungers and adjustable backrests.
‘The flybridge helm has on ergonomic dashboard with anti-glare
screen angled to reduce glare, plus an adjustable-height plexiglass

stunning views through two side windows, smoke-tinted for

deflector for protection against the wind. ‘The captain can view a
12-inch GPS display and a 7-inch touch-screen Volvo EVC display
a4

Belowdecks, the master cabin is located midship and provides
privacy. Ihe ensuite master head is roomy and refined furnishings.
‘The VIP cabin, in the bow, also includes a private head, a walk-in

closet, and high ceilings. A third guest cabin has separate berths

that can join electrically to create a double bed. All rooms are kept
comfortable with 72-BTU tropical air conditioning and equipped
with satellite TV and HDMI connections.

